
John 20:28 - 31 
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Presentation Notes
What has been given me:Some things are worth repeating. Memory fades. Gave four sermons to Make a Case for the Bible, its reliability, why we should believe it and why we should study it, memorize it and obey what it says. Today, we are going to “say it again.” Why Believe the Bible?It has survived for centuries.Attested by multiple sources:The cost people incurred to get it to us.The effort to preserve its original message Because it promises life in Jesus to those who read it. We begin with Jesus and his disciples in the upper room, following his resurrection. This is the 2nd time Jesus has appeared to his disciples. The first time, Thomas was not there and refused to believe that Jesus was risen from the grave. He says in v 25, “Unless I see in his hand the mark of the nails, and place my finger into his side, I will never believe.” Read John 20:28-31. 



A. 66 books in ONE “Biblia”: 
•OT – 39 books; Hebrew 
•NT – 27 books; Greek 

B. 40 authors, 1500+ years. 
C. One central message. 

1. It has survived the centuries. 
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66 books, 39 OT; 27 NT books (4 gospels, Acts, 21 epistles, Revelation)Testament – Greek for “Covenant”OT written in Hebrew (small portion in Aramaic).Septuagint – OT written in Greek, completed, 132 BC in Alexandria, Egypt.NT written in Greek40 different authors over 1500+ years.One central message - although there are 66 books and 40 authors writing over a 1500+ year period of time. In the OT and the NT there is one central message:The story of God’s offer of salvation, first to the Jews, and then to the entire world, through Jesus Christ. 



2. Attested by multiple sources. 

A. “Bibliographical test” –  
•5,795 existing manuscripts 
•Homer’s Iliad – 1,797 manuscripts. 

B. Archaeological finds. 
•Dead Sea Scrolls 
•St Catherine’s Monastery 
• (Video – Jerusalem.say.itgain) 
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There is no ancient book that has been authenticated as the bible has by external evidentiary evidence.Bibliographical test – there are 5,795 NT manuscripts that are available today that textual critics use to authenticate a text for our reading.Homer’s Iliad. The closest ancient literature to the bible is Homer’s Iliad where there are 1,797 manuscripts available. The oldest NT manuscript is named “P52.” It is dated to the year AD 134. It is from the gospel of John which was written around AD 90. The time gap between the original writing and the date of the manuscript of that writing is only 44 years. Compare that to Homer’s Iliad. The oldest manuscript is dated to 400 BC and the original writing date is 800BC, or a time gap of 400 years. That compares to the 44 years for the Bible. Archaeological finds – in 1967 Six Days War, Israel regained Jerusalem from its Arab enemies. One of the consequences of that victory was that the field of archaeology began anew because under Arab hands, no excavations of ancient sites, including the Temple site, were allowed. For almost 2000 years, Jerusalem was in the hands of Israel’s foes; but with the fall of Jerusalem, sites could now be excavated. And what they found was amazing in its authentication of the Biblical accounts.Video – Jerusalem – Say it Again Then we find in the 20th century, an amazing occurrence. After the 39 OT books had become “canonized” (they had met the standard of Jewish scholars to become official texts), three Bedouin shepherds stumbled upon the 1st of 11 caves that would be found to include fragments of the OT. These scrolls confirmed the accuracy of the OT.
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Qumran Caves overlooking Dead Sea. 11 caves have been located several of which have contained fragments of manuscripts copied 134bc – 66AD of ancient OT scripture. 
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Saint Catherine's Monastery lies on the Sinai Peninsula, at the mouth of a gorge at the foot of Mount Sinai, near the town of Saint Catherine, Egypt. The monastery is controlled by the autonomous Church of Sinai, part of the wider Eastern Orthodox Church, and is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.[1]Built between 548 and 565, the monastery is one of the oldest working Christian monasteries in the world.[2]The site contains the world's oldest continually operating library,[3] possessing many unique books including the Syriac Sinaiticus and, until 1859, the Codex Sinaiticus.[4][5]



•Vulgate – AD 397, Greek to Latin. 
•AD 1405 – John Wycliffe. Latin to English. 
•AD 1534 – William Tyndale. Greek to 
English. 

•William Tyndale Video 
 

3. The great cost endured by 
people to get it to us. 
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Why Believe the Bible?It has survived the centuries.Attested by multiple sources.The great cost endured by people to get it to us. For 1500 years, the Bible as we have it today was not available to the masses. Latin Vulgate 397 AD, translated from Greek to Latin, the language of the priests.1000 years only the priests read it. They read it to the people in Latin in services. John Wycliffe in 1405William Tyndale in 1534. 



4. The pain-staking effort to preserve its 
original message over the centuries. 

(Video – “archaeological.study.bible) 
A. Textual criticism: 

•A branch of textual scholarship whose 
purpose is to bring us the most accurate 
translation of the Bible based upon the 
earliest writings 
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Why Believe the Bible?It has survived the centuries.Attested by multiple sources.The great cost endured by people to get it to us. The pain staking effort to preserve its original message over the centuries.Textual critic as quality control specialist.  Yes, God is quite able to write your bible and mine. Textual criticism is one of the ways that God insures that it does precisely that. Textual criticism is God’s plan for “quality control.”He did not create us to be perfect. So human beings are fallible. Textual criticism is the branch of biblical translation that insures that you are I are reading the closest words to what the original manuscript (called an “autograph”) was when it was first penned by its human author. 



5. It promises life to those who read 
it.  
 

• Jn. 20:30-31 Now Jesus did many other signs in 
the presence of the disciples, which are not 
written in this book; 31 but these are written so 
that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the 
Son of God, and that by believing you may have 
life in his name. 
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Why Believe the Bible?It has survived the centuries.Attested by multiple sources.The great cost endured by people to get it to us. The pain staking effort to preserve its original message over the centuries.It promises life to those who read it.The Bible is a book of signs. A sign is something that points to something else, a destination, a path to take, a way to go. The bible is not a sign. It contains signs. Signs that point to God. To the person of Jesus Christ who is the revelation of God in human flesh.You may believe that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God.By  believing this, you may have life in his name.What was dead will  become alive. This is actually, how John began his writing. In Jesus was life. What does it mean for “life” to be in Jesus? It means that when we come to believe in Jesus something happens on the inside. There is an inside out transformation. That transformation causes what was once “dead” to come to life. Dead? The knowledge that there has to be more to life than what I am experiencingAn emptiness in the heart that nothing can fill no matter how hard we might try. Life was the light of men. In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 2 He was in the beginning with God. 3 All things were made through him, and without him was not any thing made that was made. 4 In him was life, and the life was the light of men. (Jn. 1:1-4 ESV)Why is life the light of men? Because when Christ changes us, it leads others to want to know how. 



Author Work 1st 
Written 

Year of Oldest 
Extant Copy 

Time 
Gap # MSS 

1. Homer Iliad 800 BC 400 BC 400 yrs 1,757 
2.Herodotus History 480–425 

BC AD 10th Ct 1350 yrs 109 

3. Caesar Gallic 
Wars 100-44 BC AD 9th Ct 950 yrs 251 

4. NT  Bible AD 50-90 AD 130 40+ yrs 5,795 

Bibliographical Test 
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First, let us be reminded that there is no original manuscript of the ancient days that is still in existence for any ancient literature. However, the Bibliographical test has the purpose of comparing the NT copies that we do have available, by work, to see how the NT compares to other ancient works.As we can see, the table compares four different ancient writings. The NT (bottom line in yellow) is compared to Homer’s Illiad, Herodutus’ History, and Caesar’s Gallic Wars. Notice the last two columns on the right:Comparing Homer’s Illiad, the original was written in 800BC; the earliest copy we have at present is dated 400 BC. The time gap difference is 400 years; but, we have 1,757 manuscripts to help us construct a modern-day copy.Compare the NT. The 27 books were written between AD 50-90/100. The earliest existing manuscript is dated AD 130, for a net time gap in years of 40 years. Also, we have 5,795 manuscripts to help us construct a copy, closest to the original.This papyrus fragment, also known as “P52,” is encased within a climate-controlled cabinet located inside the John Rylands Library of Manchester, England. The manuscript fragment was among a group acquired on the Egyptian market in 1920, but not translated until 1934. The fragment contains words from the account of Jesus’ trial before Pilate. As the papyrus contains writing on both sides, it must be from a codex, a type of book, rather than a scroll. Video – Tyndale.house.manuscript.
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